An SMBs Guide to

Azure Virtual Desktop
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Introduction
Virtual desktop technology is not new, however, with remote or hybrid workforces, businesses are
increasingly leveraging this technology. The rapidly changing way we work has brought forward
the benefits of virtual desktop solutions such as Azure Virtual Desktop (AVD), formerly known as
Windows Virtual Desktop.
However, remote work is not the only reason businesses are adopting solutions such as Azure Virtual
Desktop. AVD also offers a simple, secure way to provide access to all your employees to information
and applications they need on any device. This results in time savings and increased employee
productivity.
Let’s take a deeper dive into virtual desktops, Azure Virtual Desktop, and how it can help SMBs.
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Virtual
Desktop
Defined
Azure Virtual Desktop is a desktop application
and virtualization service that runs in the cloud.
It provides all the benefits of a virtual desktop
while offering the same tools and resources
employees are already using.

The definition of a virtual desktop is simply that
it is a full desktop that runs on a remote server.
It enables users to access work applications
and data securely from anywhere and from any
device.
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When to consider a virtual desktop solution
To help determine whether a virtual desktop solution is appropriate for your
business, here are scenarios that clarify when AVD would be worth considering.
•

•

Remote or Hybrid Work Requirements
This one is obvious. When your team needs
the flexibility to work from home, the office
or even at customer sites, AVD would be a
good option. It provides a consistent user
experience, from wherever they may be
working. Your employees have access to the
applications, information, and data they need
to do their work in a secure and productive
manner.
Simplified Security Management
Security is or should always be a concern. If
employees are accessing applications or data
through their home computers or devices
or if you have part-time staff or contractors,
security should definitely be top of mind. AVD
provides a controlled, secure environment for
accessing data and information.
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•

Occasional PC Needs
In some cases, certain employees do not
need a dedicated PC. Deploying virtual
desktops makes it easy to add or remove
virtual PCs to meet employee needs.

•

Different Needs for Different Teams
Deploying virtual desktops allows for
providing different users the applications
and information they need as well as the
computing power they need to do their work.

If any of the above scenarios describe your
business environment, it would be a good idea
to explore AVD further.

The Azure Virtual
Desktop Difference
As we mentioned before virtual
desktop technology is not new.
However, in the past, the solutions
were expensive and complex. As a
result, for most small and medium
businesses these solutions were
neither accessible nor affordable.
Azure Virtual Desktop has changed
that and has made the technology
accessible for businesses of all sizes
whether they have internal IT staff,
or they work with managed services
providers such as MicroAge.
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So, what makes AVD different? Here are some of the differences
between AVD and other virtual desktop solutions.
•

Simple Deployment and Configuration
The Azure Portal simplifies the deployment and management
of the virtual desktops and applications. Assigning users and
accessing monitoring and diagnostics on the environment is also
included within the portal in a single interface. This simplifies the
deployment and configuration of the virtual desktops.

•

Cost Effective
There are savings realized from not running on-premise
infrastructures or more complex infrastructures required to run
remote and distributed workforces. In addition to these savings,
businesses save costs because the virtual servers required
are only paid for when the virtual desktops are turned on.

•

Scalability
One of the benefits of AVD is its ability to scale.
Businesses can quickly provision full Windows 10
virtual desktops with the applications and tools
the end users require. Businesses can also
easily increase or decrease the number of
virtual desktops as changes occur to the
organization.

•
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Flexibility
Azure Virtual Desktop does not have contractual commitments.
AVD is also gives businesses the flexibility to provide it’s
employees the full desktop experience or provide specific virtual
applications. This differentiates the solution from other virtual
desktop offerings.

AVD and Security
With the ever-evolving cybersecurity landscapes and the remote and hybrid work environments that have become
the norm rather than the exception, security is always top of mind with any service or solution being implemented.
Fortunately, AVD has been developed with state-of-the-art security that provides businesses the ability to set
up their virtual environments on a secure foundation. Here are some of the best practices to follow to minimize
security risks.
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•

•

Access and Identity Protection
One of the first areas to address is ensuring that the right person
is accessing the right applications, data and information. It’s
important in all types of environments, virtual or otherwise. Since
we are specifically talking about AVD sessions, there are two
specific methods of protecting identity and providing access.

o Controlling how users copy and transfer data to local devices
by setting rules or disabling certain features that may comprise
company data, particularly sensitive data. Some of the external
devices to look at controlling include:

First, enabling mutli-factor authentication (MFA) for all users and
administrators is essential. Second, using Conditional Access to
apply MFA to the AVD client, which allows for granting access for
specific users based on specific information such as devices used,
their location, and how they sign in.

■

Local hard drives
USB drives

■

Printers

■

Using both of these methods to protect user identity reduces
security risks and improves overall AVD security.
•

Data Security
Data is vital to a business and controlling what users can access
and do with the data needs to be thought out. Some of the areas
to consider are:

■

Clipboards
Screenshots

■

Cameras

■

o Controlling user access in AVD sessions by setting and
enforcing group policies that regulate actions allowed by the
AVD users.

External Threats
The next area that needs to be addressed is protecting the
Azure virtual server that hosts your Azure virtual desktop session
(session hosts virtual machines) from external threats. This
includes protecting the operating system, the applications, and the
networks and is key to preventative measures to keep your AVD
environment secure.

o Encryption of virtual machines which will protect the host
operating system and data disks from unauthorized users and
preventing copying of data.
•

Protecting from external threats involves:
o Properly configured next-generati on Firewalls or intelligent
Firewalls with inbound and outbound rules to filter, regulate and
monitor traffic.
o Enabling endpoint security for the session host virtual machines
to help identify malicious software and software vulnerabilities
within the operation system and applications.
o Regularly (and religiously) apply patches and security updates
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Ongoing Monitoring
As we mentioned earlier, the cybersecurity landscape is ever
evolving, and changes quickly. Continuous monitoring to ensure
that measures in place are keeping up with the changes is very
important. Whether making use of the tools within the Azure
platform, external tools, or some combination of both, monitoring
the security of the of the AVD environment on a continuous basis
is crucial for minimizing cybersecurity risks.

CONCLUSION

The Azure Virtual Desktop solution offers SMBs
an accessible, affordable, flexible, and secure
virtual desktop solution that can help businesses
effectively manage remote or hybrid work
environments.

Contact MicroAge or your
service provider to determine
if this solution is right for your
business.
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About MicroAge
Operating in Canada since 1981, the MicroAge network delivers IT Services and Solutions through 41 locations from coast
to coast. We provide businesses with access to over 300 knowledgeable, certified technicians, national service delivery,
logistical support, and distribution, and of course, Managed IT Services. MicroAge helps businesses of all sizes leverage their
technology investments to address their business requirements. We offer peace of mind to allow you to focus on your business
while we take care of your IT.
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